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The manuscript modified the a distributed hydrological model based on soil–gravel structure, and applied it to a watershed in the QTP. The topic fell into the scope of this journal and there are some issues need to be addressed as shown below:

About the novelty of the study. Considering the soil layer and unconfined aquifer in the cold region and QTP have been test for some previous studies, the author need to compare the current study with some previous studies. For example:


For the study area, the author need to describe the distribution of frozen soil. Where is the permafrost and seasonally frozen ground? For the experiment site, is it in permafrost region or seasonally frozen ground?

For figure 3, how do you determine the thickness of each soil layers? What is the maximum frozen depth of the study area? Do you consider the freezing front when you divide the soil layer?

Eq 14, I suggest to give the equations about how to calculate LE and H.

Are Supra-permafrost water and Sub-permafrost water both exit in the study area?

The radiation transfer in the snow layer are ignored in this study, the author may discuss the uncertainty from this? Another question, how do you estimate the snow albedo to get the net radiation of snow surface?
How do you calibrate the parameters of the hydrological model? And what are the major parameters you calibrated?

There seems an underestimation of river discharge by the WEP-QTP in the freeze season, why?

It seems that at 20 cm, the variation of soil temperature of WEP-QTP is reduced and the variation is lower than observations and WEP-COR, why?

I suggest to show the comparison of long term changes in the simulated runoff in the winter and summer and spring by different models and observations.